A phase variation event that activates conjugation functions encoded by the Enterococcus faecalis plasmid pAD1.
Enterococcus faecalis cells carrying the conjugative plasmid pAD1 undergo several related changes when induced by the sex pheromone cAD1. Included are the production of novel surface proteins, the formation of cellular aggregates in broth cultures, the ability to transfer the plasmid at high frequency in broth matings, and the change from a soft to a "dry" colony morphology. Spontaneous, constitutively dry colony (Dryc) variants of E. faecalis (pAD1) were found to arise at a frequency of 10(-4)-10(-2). Dryc phase variants constitutively expressed aggregation and plasmid transfer functions typically expressed only under cAD1-inducing conditions. Reversion of Dryc variants to a cAD1-inducible phenotype (Dry+) occurred at a similar frequency. Tn917-lac mutagenesis of regions of pAD1 previously shown to be involved in plasmid transfer revealed that in Dry+ cells these regions were transcribed only when the inducer, cAD1, was present. In Dryc variants the regions were transcribed constitutively. A pAD1 miniplasmid containing determinants regulating cAD1 inducible plasmid transfer and a cAD1-inducible lacZ transcriptional fusion displayed phase variation in LacZ expression at a rate similar to the Dry+/Dryc phase variation. These results suggest that the site of mutation(s) resulting in the Dryc phenotype is within the regulation-related region of pAD1. Complementation tests showed that this region, when supplied in trans, complemented the Dryc phenotype. Phase variation affecting mating functions represents an alternative (pheromone independent) method of regulating pAD1 transfer.